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THE FORGOTTEN ROAD SAFETY PRIORITY 

  

New report by Direct Line and The Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (PACTS) 

calls for the introduction of three penalty points for not wearing a seat belt a measure which is 

supported by 72 per cent of the British public.  
 

The legal requirement to wear a seat belt in the front seats of vehicles came into effect in the UK 

in 1983. By 1991, seat belt wearing was a legal requirement in all seating positions and wearing 

rates were higher than 90%. However, since 2013, data has been published on the percentage of 

people who were not wearing a seat belt when they died in cars on UK roads. 

 

In Northern Ireland failing to wear a seat belt carries three penalty points 

unlike England, Scotland and Wales. Of those calling for the introduction of 

penalty points, 58 per cent of the public believe three points would be an 

appropriate punishment.  However, 30 per cent believe the penalty for 

breaking the law should be six points - the same as when using a hand-held 

mobile phone when driving.  One in twenty however believes flouting seat 

belt laws should result in an automatic driving ban of at least three months.  

  

The clear dangers of not wearing a seat belt are highlighted in the 

report, as more than a quarter of those who died in cars on the 

roads in 2017 were not wearing a seat belt. This means that of the 

787 people killed on the road in cars in 2017, over 200 were not 

wearing a seat belt which presents a worrying picture when 

combined with over 1,000 individuals seriously injured in the same 

year for the same reason. 

  

Recommendations set out by Direct Line and PACTS include 

introducing three penalty points for not wearing a seat belt; 

greater enforcement of the seat belt law through targeted, 

intelligence-led measures and increasing public perception of 

enforcement as evidence shows that this has a significant impact 

on seat belt wearing. 

  

Not wearing a seat belt is seen as a conscious choice rather than 

due to a lack of awareness of the risks. The majority (80 per cent) 

of people think when someone doesn't wear a seat belt they are 

doing so despite knowing the risks.  Over two thirds (70 per cent) 

say people don't wear a seat belt because they don't believe they 

will ever be involved in a crash.  A third (34 per cent) believes the 

government and road safety campaigners need to do more to teach 

people about the dangers of non-compliance. 
  

Just one in seven (15 per cent) Brits believe the current system of no endorsements on a licence 

should continue.  Penalty points were introduced for seatbelt non-use in Northern Ireland in 2007 

and drivers receive points for not wearing a seatbelt themselves or carrying an unbelted passenger 

who is under the age of 14.  The Republic of Ireland introduced a points system in 2003 and this 

was followed by immediate and significant reduction in road deaths by 11 per cent in the first year 

and non-fatal injuries a 20 per cent reduction.  

 

A copy of the report can be found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/ 
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“With the vast majority 

of drivers and passengers 

regularly wearing a seat 

belt, we thought this was 

a problem solved. It has 

been a shock to find that 

more than 1 in 4 people 

killed in a car were not 

wearing a seat belt. In 

the event of a collision, 

wearing a seat belt is the 

single most effective 

thing that a driver or 

passenger can do to avoid 

serious injury.” 

 
David Davies  

Executive Director - PACTS 

https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/
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MOTORWAY JUNCTION SIGNS 

 

In a new survey undertaken by Transport Focus of over 2000 road users many believe the position of 

junction numbers on Motorway Road Signs are not ideally positioned with one in five saying that 

their driving is affected. The survey found that one in five drivers surveyed admit that an obscured 

junction number has caused them to drive poorly while 95 per cent claim to have seen poor driver 

behaviour at junctions.  

 

Road users in the survey suggested that the top left is their preferred position for a junction 

number. They consider this the most natural place to start 

reading a junction sign and the least likely to be obscured 

by vegetation or large trucks. However motorway users 

think inadequate training is the primary cause of poor 

driver behaviour at junctions but also feel that obscured 

junction numbers is a contributory factor. Unless they 

know where they are going, junction number signs are the 

most frequent way that road users say they navigate 

motorways. Signage is still used more frequently than 

satellite navigation by participants in this survey.   

 

In the light of these findings, Transport Focus suggests Highways England reviews the position of 

junction numbers on road signs to ensure maximum visibility, and better safety and convenience for 

all road users 

 

 

OBSTRUCTIONS AND POTHOLES STOP PEOPLE WALKING 

Cracked and uneven pavements are stopping nearly one in three (31%) older people from walking on 

their local streets, according to a new survey. The research by charity 

Living Streets found over 3.5 million older people are prevented from 

walking more due to concern over potholes, obstructions on pavements and 

people driving too quickly.  

Nearly half of older adults (48%) said they would walk more if pavements 

were well-maintained, with 28% saying lower speed limits would help get 

them out more. The charity is calling for councils to spend at least 15% of 

their local transport infrastructure on walking and cycling and to remember 

pavement potholes when repairing their roads. 

 

ROAD SAFETY FOUNDATION APPOINTS NEW ENGINEERING DIRECTOR 

  

The Road Safety Foundation has appointed Kate Fuller in a new role as Road Safety Engineering 

Director with immediate effect. Kate joins the Foundation from TRL 

where she was Future Mobility and Sustainable Transport Portfolio 

Leader.  Prior to this, she spent 14 years in three different Local 

Authorities, including one of the Berkshire Unitaries where she was 

responsible for Traffic Management and Road Safety including managing 

programmes of work for casualty reduction in the Local Safety Scheme 

Programme, Safer Routes to Schools, and overseeing the Education, 

Training and Publicity programme. 

Traffic Safety Roads  
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FINANCIAL BENEFITS FOR ROAD SAFETY 
 

The scheme which charges utility companies for digging up London’s roads is funding innovative 

solutions to tackle congestion, add benefit to road safety and minimise the impact of roadworks – is 

also claiming that it is saving £100m in lost travel time. In 

the last year, TfL has invested £6.1m in London’s road 

network using funding raised through its pioneering ‘Lane 

Rental’ scheme. Launched in 2012, the scheme charges 

companies a daily fee for digging up London’s busiest roads 

at the busiest times and is designed to help incentivise more 

efficient working practices.  

 

One of the beneficiaries of the funding is RoadLab – who has used £350,000 to develop products 

that make roadworks safer, smarter and more inclusive for people’s travel needs. Other projects 

include trials of new sensors able to track the number of people walking and cycling at crossings – 

re-timing signals to give them priority at busy times. TfL says proactive maintenance – such as the 

projects funding through the Lane Rental scheme – are vital to ensure that the safety of London’s 

roads is maintained. 
 

In March 2019, TfL published a new handbook giving all companies who want to do work on 

London’s roads ‘clear guidance and innovative ideas’ on how to keep people safe around 

roadworks.  

 

PROJECT EDWARD 2019 

 

Project EDWARD (European Day without a Road Death) was created in 2016 by TISPOL, the 

European Traffic Police Network, to ‘re-energise the reduction of fatalities and serious injuries on 

Europe’s roads’. This year that date will be Thursday 26th September. 

 

The Project EDWARD website contains information and resources available to download – including 

artwork and other useful materials to support the awareness-

raising efforts. A social media campaign will start on 1 

September, with daily posts designed to highlight key road 

safety messages, while TISPOL will embark on a European-

wide tour to drum up interest and support the work carried 

out by roads policing officers across the continent. 

 

On the day itself, a Project EDWARD symposium will take place in Dublin, including a live 60-minute 

web broadcast. 

 

ROAD SIGNS SHOULD BE IN MILES YARDS AND FEET 

 

Transport Secretary Chris Grayling has ordered councils to stop 'bamboozling' pedestrians by putting 

up road signs using metric measurements and has written to local authorities in England to remind 

them of guidance that all distances on traffic signs should be in feet, yards and miles. 
 

His instruction comes after campaigners made him aware of a small number of new pedestrian 

route signs using metric measurements. The British Weights and Measurements Association said it 

was becoming concerned that 'unlawful metric pedestrian signs' were 'popping up in town centres 

and along sea fronts' 
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DRIVING WITH TOO MANY POINTS 
 

IAM RoadSmart has expressed its continuing frustration and by no means are they alone that six 

years after calling for action there are still more than 11,000 drivers a year being legally allowed to 

continue to drive with 12 or more points on their licences.  

 

They first revealed the scale of the issue back in 2013 

following a Freedom of Information request and 

subsequently met with the DVLA to discuss solutions. 

Although six years ago there were 12,470 drivers with 

more than 12 points on their licence still driving 

indicating a slight drop there is still concerns that 

these numbers still run into five figures. Despite 

proposing several ways to deal with the issue of such 

an unacceptably high number of drivers holding 

licences legally after committing multiple driving offences little obvious action appears to have 

been taken in the past six years. 

 

Six years ago, IAM RoadSmart discussed a series of measures to tackle the issue with the DVLA: 
 

Where 'exceptional hardship' has been used as 

an excuse for not losing a licence - the reason 

for this plea is recorded and the driver cannot 

use the same excuse twice 
 

The DVLA was due to introduce a new 

computer system which would allow courts to 

see past offences and reasons given 

 

The courts with the poorest records of not 

banning drivers who have over 12 points 

should be named and shamed 

 

Better training for magistrates and better 

sharing of information with DVLA. 

 

Neil Greig director of policy and research at IAM RoadSmart said  
 

“That while there is now better sharing of information between courts and the DVLA, many 

decisions on whether drivers should be banned are made by the courts without enough information 

from the DVLA – a process that needs to change urgently.” 

 

UNLIT SECTIONS OF THE MOTORWAY OF CONCERN 

 

Turning off street lights which aims to save energy on some parts of the motorways network has 

resulted in the number of people killed or seriously injured on these roads almost double. Since 

2010 street lights have turned off on sections of the M2, M5, M6, M54 and M65 between midnight 

and 5pm in a bid to reduce carbon emissions.  
 

However Highways England figures reveal an 88% rise in the 

number of casualties on unlit sections of the motorway. These 

are sections where lights are either deliberately turned off to 

reduce energy use or for some reason are not working.  
 

Figures show that there were 175 casualties on unlit sections 

in 2017, 83 more casualties than in 2010. Over the same time 

period, overall road casualty figures have fallen. Casualties 

across the whole of England’s strategic road network fell by 12.4% and deaths and injuries on the 

1,433 miles of road lit during darkness fell by 18.4%. 

Traffic Safety Roads  
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THE CHANGING REALITY OF DRIVER EXPECTATIONS 

 

(Jemma Callow  - an award-winning journalist by trade and now 

PR and Events Manager at Clearview Intelligence takes a look 

the way in which technology is influencing the decisions which 

we are making before and whilst driving) 

 

For drivers too young to remember life before Sat Navs and Google Maps, planning a cross country 

journey involved studying maps, confirming the route with friends and if all else failed, stopping to 

ask directions. Now, it is simply a case of entering a destination postcode into a phone or Sat Nav 

to receive instant step-by-step directions, an estimated arrival time and the option to avoid routes 

including tolls or motorways. The idea of manually studying and planning our own routes and not 

having a precise to-the-minute arrival time has become almost horrifying. 

 

Digital and virtual data is now such a normal feature of modern life that its reliability is no longer 

questioned. Yet less than 20 years ago the distrust in technology was so real that fear of leaving the 

‘90s to enter the ‘00s sparked a worldwide Y2K bug concern. Now we trust data for almost 

everything we do and have become so reliant upon it, that it is its absence - rather than its 

presence - that concerns us more. With mobile phones providing unlimited access to worldwide 

information at our fingertips, we expect the same level of information in all walks – and drives – of 

life. 

 

As motorists, we now expect a certain level 

of information to guide us through our 

journeys and advise of any subsequent 

disruption; the unknown frustrates us. It is no 

longer enough to display a sign warning of 

impending roadworks; we want to know why 

they are there, how far they extend to and 

how long we will be inconvenienced for. Our 

virtual Journey Time Monitoring Application 

does just that. By using crowdsource data, we 

can measure the time taken to travel 

between two predetermined destinations and 

use this information to inform motorists using 

VMS (Variable Message Signs). The data can 

be used to advise of the time taken to travel 

from the beginning to the end of roadworks 

and forewarn drivers of delays through 

congestion. In towns and cities, it can also 

advise of the time to different car parking 

locations, helping to inform motorists and 

potentially alleviate pressure on already 

congested roads. 

For road operators, the same virtual data can 

be used to manage the network more 

efficiently, without the need or expense of 

the hardwired roadside equipment which was 

previously required for journey time 

management. Our Journey Time Monitoring 

system can be set up, revised and cancelled 

from a computer in minutes and by entering 

the ‘normal’ travel time between two 

destinations, alerts will automatically 

generate when traffic slows. This data 

provides operators with the information they 

need to react to incidents immediately, 

whether it’s dispatching a rescue vehicle or 

updating VMS to inform motorists of delays. 

The advantages of journey time extend 

further for operators, including detailed 

reports and heat maps for analytics, all of 

which are generated through virtual data. 

 

What was once considered an untrustworthy or unreliable concept is now the source of vital 

information which in-car maps, Sat Navs and mobile apps have capitalised on and drivers have 

revelled in. So much so, that although not physically visible, the benefits of virtual data are seen 

daily. 
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DIRECT VISION STANDARD GAINS PUBLIC SUPPORT 

 

The Direct Vision Standard (DVS) for heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) assesses and rates how much a 

driver can see directly from their HGV cab in relation to other road users. The DVS forms part of a 

Safety Permit for all HGVs over 12 tonnes entering London. DVS was created to improve the safety 

of all road users, particularly vulnerable road users such as pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists. 

DVS uses a star system to rate HGVs over 12 tonnes from 0 (lowest) to 5 (highest), based on how 

much a driver can see directly through their cab windows. 

 

Research conducted on behalf of Transport for London has found that the public supports the 

introduction of its Direct Vision Standard, designed to improve the safety of HGVs.  The study found 

a majority of respondents in favour of the final scheme proposals, including the permit application 

process, Safe System requirements and enforcement of the scheme. The Standard aims to improve 

road safety by minimising HGVs’ blind spots.  
 

Following the introduction of the scheme, HGVs would 

be categorised depending on the level of a driver’s 

direct vision from a cab and then given a rating 

between ‘zero-star’ (lowest) and ‘five-star’ (highest). 

 

Only those vehicles rated ‘one-star’ and above or those 

that have comprehensive safety systems, will be able to 

operate in London from 2020. And moving forward to 

2024 the minimum requirement will be ‘three-star’ or a 

Progressive Safe System. 

 

HGVs that do not meet the required Direct Vision Standard star rating will need to improve the 

overall safety through Safe System mitigating measures such as cameras, sensors and audible 

warnings. 

 

PRINCE MICHAEL INTERNATIONAL ROAD SAFETY AWARDS 2019 

 

Since 1987 HRH Prince Michael of Kent has played a leading role in supporting improved road safety 

both in the United Kingdom and around the world. The Prince first established his awards scheme in 

the UK and now the Awards recognise 

achievement and innovation in road safety 

worldwide.  

 

Each year the most outstanding examples of 

international road safety initiatives are given 

public recognition through the scheme and the 

winners are invited to a Gala Presentation held in 

London, where the Prince announces his Premier 

Award for the year. 

 

Nominations for 2019 are open to any team, public 

or private sector organisation, government 

department, or business. For further information 

and about making a nomination go to http://www.roadsafetyawards.com/nominations. 

 

Traffic Safety Roads  
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THE HONEST TRUTH 

 

The Honest Truth which has just relaunched its new Website is a national road safety charity 

working in close collaboration with police, fire, local authorities and Approved Driving Instructors 

and is aimed at mainly the young drivers on the road.  The project was created some ten years ago 

in 2009 following a fatal collision in South Devon which killed three young people.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is known that road crashes are the number 

1 killer of 16-25 year olds. The Honest Truth 

is a road safety campaign that harnesses the 

power of the relationship between learners 

and driver trainers by providing structured 

resources and guidance to help deliver key 

road safety messages within the context of 

normal driving lessons. There are around 

688,000 people in the UK who pass their 

driving test and these are predominately 

young people between the ages of 17 and 25 – 

the recognised high risk age group. During the 

course of their lessons they are provided with 

a great deal of practical information and 

advice about what will help them through the 

driving test and keep them from making many 

of the skill-based errors that could result in a 

collision.  However for the most part the 

driving test focuses on skill-based activity but 

the vast majority of collisions involving new 

and young drivers aren’t as a result of poor 

driving skill.  What’s far more likely to lead 

to a collision is poor decision making and lack 

of understanding of the dangers faced by new 

drivers such as distractions, fatigue and 

inappropriate speed.  

   

The Honest Truth is a road safety campaign 

that harnesses the power of the relationship 

between learners and driver trainers by 

providing structured resources and guidance 

to help deliver key road safety messages 

within the context of normal driving lessons 

coupling behavioural psychology with the 

innovative use of animal heads typifying risky 

behaviours, to deliver key messages.   It is 

known that young people are extremely 

receptive to information shared/given by 

their driving instructor and this is an 

opportunity to reach high-risk young people 

via guided discussion with their instructor.  

 

Driver trainers, parents and young drivers wanting to know more should visit 

https://www.thehonesttruth.co.uk/ 

  

 

LONDON ULTRA LOW EMISSION ZONE 

 

The results of the first month of London’s Ultra-Low Emission Zone has found that nearly 

three quarters of vehicles driving into the zone were compliant with the new standards. 

The Ultra-Low Emission Zone (ULEZ came into effect on 8th April 2019 operates 24 hours 

a day, 365 days a year – with charges calculated on the emissions a vehicle produces 

rather than its age. 
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NEW CAMPAIGN AIMED AT YOUNG DRIVERS 

 

A new campaign has launched in Scotland, encouraging young male drivers to ‘imagine Gran is in 

the car’ to prevent them from slipping into bad and 

dangerous habits. The #DriveSmart campaign, developed by 

the Scottish Government and Road Safety Scotland, features 

a series of larger-than-life ‘gran’ characters that 

unexpectedly appear in the car while their grandsons are 

driving. Road Safety Scotland says young men change their 

driving behaviour depending on who they have as a passenger, and claim to drive better when they 

are carrying ‘precious cargo’ like their gran. 

 

Michael McDonnell, director of Road Safety Scotland, said:  

 

“Young men are prone to over-confidence in 

their abilities, a misplaced sense of control 

and a desire to push themselves and their 

cars to the limits. This campaign will address 

some of the key contributing factors that lead 

to casualties on Scotland’s roads in a way 

that young men will take notice of. Next time 

the drivers see themselves slipping into bad 

habits, they should imagine Gran is in the car 

with them.” 

 

A survey published to accompany the campaign reveals more than 61% of Scottish men aged 20-29 

years consider themselves to be either very good or excellent drivers. However, figures show more 

than 2,000 were involved in collisions in the last 12 months, with 314 killed or seriously injured. 

 

SPEED ENFORCEMENT 

 

The majority of fixed speed cameras and average speed cameras in the UK are activated by 

motorists going 10% plus 2mph above the speed limit. This follows a Freedom of Information 

requests to 33 police forces in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland – carried out by 

AutoExpress which from the replies reveal 22 forces adopt the prosecution guidelines promoted by 

the National Police Chiefs’ Council. 

 

However, eight forces were unwilling to reveal the actual 

threshold they operate over concerns it could encourage 

motorists to speed and two forces – the Metropolitan Police and 

Lancashire Police – are a little more lenient adopting a 10% plus 

3mph threshold. The Met says this is ‘a proportional response to 

the high volumes of traffic’ in the Capital and Lancashire Police 

says it operates this threshold ‘to ensure greater tolerance or 

discretion’. 

 

 

MOBILE PHONE FINES TO SOAR IN NEW SAFETY CRACKDOWN 

 

A draconian approach is to be adopted in Italy to those caught texting or speaking on their mobile 

phone whilst driving with the introduction of harsh new penalties Fines are set to quadruple to 

almost  €1700 (approximately £1,450 on current exchange rates) and drivers could also face a 

disqualification of between one week and two months. Repeat offenders will get a fine of up to 

€2588 (£2,210 approx) and a three-month disqualification under the planned change. There are 

many in the UK who would support such a serve approach for those who offend. 
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WORK SHIFTS ON DRIVER ALERTNESS 

 

A study evaluating the impacts of work shifts on driver alertness has been published by the National 

Transport Commission (NTC) and the Cooperative Research Centre for Alertness, Safety and 

Productivity (Alertness CRC) based in Australia. Alertness CRC conducted the research as part of a 

wider collaboration including the NTC, the Australian Government, Transport for NSW, Austin 

Health, Monash University, the Institute for Breathing and Sleep and the heavy vehicle industry. 

 

The study into heavy vehicle driver fatigue analysed shift start time, the number of consecutive 

shifts, shift length, shift rotation, rest breaks and their likely impact on driver drowsiness and 

fatigue. The study looked at more than 300 heavy vehicle driver shifts both in-vehicle and in a 

laboratory, as well as 150,000 samples of retrospective data. It confirmed a scientific link between 

alertness and drowsiness patterns associated with specific work shifts for heavy vehicle driving. 
 

Key findings: 
 

Greatest alertness levels can be achieved under current standard driving hours for shifts starting 

between 6 a.m. – 8 a.m., including all rest breaks. 
 

Greatest risk of an increase in drowsiness occurs: 

 After 15 hours of day driving (when a driver starts a shift 

before 9 a.m.) 

 After 6–8 hours of night driving (when a driver starts a shift 

in the afternoon or evening) 

 After five consecutive shifts when driving again for over 13 

hours 

 When driving an early shift that starts after midnight and 

before 6 a.m. 

 During the first 1–2 night shifts a driver undertakes and 

during long night shift sequences 

 When a driver undertakes a backward shift rotation (from 

an evening, back to afternoon, or an afternoon back to a 

morning start) 

 After long shift sequences of more than seven shifts 

 During nose-to-tail shifts where a seven-hour break only 

enables five hours of sleep 
 

A copy of the finding can be found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/ 

 

SCHOOL STREET 

 

Westminster City Council has launched its first School Street, with temporary road closures 

designed to encourage more pupils to walk and cycle to school. School Street is a 

term-time programme of agreed timed road closures – operational Monday to 

Friday 8-9am and 3-4pm. The aim is to enhance school road safety and provide 

opportunities for children to be active through travel and physical activity. The 

first School Street became operational in April 2019 in Marylebone – creating a 

pedestrian and cycle zone during drop off and pick up times. The scheme is a 

permanent intervention, with plans in place to implement at least one School Street in each ward 

in the borough.  

Read this with the item on Page 11 Air Quality Concerns Gives Rise for a Ban on Cars 
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“We found that slow eye 

and eyelid movements, 

longer blink duration and 

prolonged eye closure are 

reliable predictors of 

drowsiness and fatigue,”  

 

Associate Professor Mark 

Howard. 
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RED X FINES ON THE WAY 

 
After a three year wait the Government has now approved the use of gantry mounted cameras to 

be used in order to prosecute drivers for ignoring red X 

signs on smart motorways and Highways England confirmed 

that drivers breaking the law will face £100 fines and 3 

points once the law comes into effect on 10th June 2019. 

 

It is estimated that 1in 20 drivers continue to drive in red 

X lanes and to date some 180,000 plus drivers have been 

written to by Highways England about their actions and 

such letters will continue until the enforcement starts. 

 

Red Xs are used to signify lanes that motorway lanes are closed to protect drivers in difficulty or 

when road workers and emergency services need a safe space to work. However Highways England 

has confirmed that they are also used to close lanes to through traffic at junctions to help vehicles 

join. 

 
 

OPERATION CLOSE PASS 
 
A survey commissioned by Cycling Scotland to mark the launch of its annual cycling road safety 

campaign found that 73% of respondents were unaware they could get three points on their licence 

for driving too close to cyclist. 

 

As part of its overall campaign Cycling Scotland has undertaken research with 500 people annually 

which showed there is generally good knowledge of the amount of space drivers should give people 

cycling despite being unaware of the legal consequences of failing to do so. This research, together 

with three focus groups held in Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen has helped inform the current 

campaign. 

 

Results from the focus group showed that attendees: 

 

 Understood the amount of space that 

should be given – but admitted that 

they don’t always follow the advice 

 Push consequences to the back of 

their minds; where consequences 

were considered, the emphasis was 

on personal outcomes, not risks to 

other road users 

 Believe poor cycling behaviours 

excuse poor driving behaviours 

 Indicated personal priorities, 

impatience and a sense of 

entitlement were at the forefront of 

thinking when driving 

 Had low awareness that passing 

someone riding a bike too closely was 

an offence 

 Didn’t think of people who cycle as 

road users. 

 

The campaign in Scotland which seeks to promote the UK wide known work which goes on under the 

title of “Operation Close Pass” sees a police officer in plain clothes cycling with a camera on the 

handlebar and rear of the bike. When they are passed too closely by a car, the police cyclist radios 

colleagues further up the road that stop the motorist and directs them to a spot where another 

officer is waiting to talk to them about their driving. 
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AIR QUALITY CONCERNS GIVES RISE FOR A BAN ON CARS 

 

There have always been concerns about the traffic and movement of people outside of schools first 

thing in the morning and at the conclusion of the day when everyone leaves. Many would in fact 

describe the situation worse in the afternoon than the morning as people arrive much earlier to get 

prime spot to avoid little “Jonny” having to walk a few yards or should I say to avoid the parent 

having to walk a few yards! The fact is that the chaos which seems to be ever present causes more 

frustration than the manifestation from the claim that someone is going to get knocked down. 

Broadly speaking very few children actually come to grief outside the school it’s when they get 100 

metres or so down the road that the problems arise having moved away for the traffic, crowds of 

people and buildings which collectively act as location where concentration is high; to a more 

relaxed environment for both car driver and pedestrian. 
 

Walk to school weeks attempt to persuade people to walk to school in the hope that having done it 

for a week it will become the norm but there is not a great deal of evidence to support the fact 

that it does. Persuasion to try and get parents to park away from the schools and do the last part of 

the journey on foot might work on some occasions but not every time. We have tried the exercise 

bit, the obesity argument but now we have another…. “Ban Cars from outside of schools” 

 

 
 
A Times Newspaper investigation shows approximately 6,500 schools with around 2.6m pupils are 

located in areas where fine particles in the air exceed the World Health Organisation’s 

recommended limit of 10mcg per cubic metre. As a result they are campaigning and urging 

authorities to ban all vehicles, except buses, from roads beside schools for 45-60 minutes in the 

morning and again in the afternoon. As well as improving air quality they argue the move would 

encourage more children to walk to school and the walking charity Living Streets is supporting the 

call for a ban saying that by walking to school families become part of the solution to the air 

pollution problem. 

 
PROTECTING ROAD WORKERS 

 

Two giant 70ft-long mobile barrier lorries originally designed for military use to protect against 

roadside bombs are now keeping road workers and motorists 

safe. The 16-tonne mobile barriers are among the latest 

innovations demonstrating Highways England’s commitment to 

investing in new technology to improve safety and minimise 

disruption caused by roadworks and incidents. 
 

In collaboration with Kier, the road worker protection barriers 

have been brought over from the USA and launched in the West 

Midlands protecting people at work sites and cutting delays by reducing the number of cones 

needed. If struck from the side the barriers absorb the impact from a moving vehicle while a lorry-

mounted crash cushion gives further protection at the rear. The mobile barriers act as a physical 

protection for both road workers and motorists. As well as improving safety, the roadworks 

themselves take less time to complete as fewer cones and signs have to be put out. 
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ESTIMATES OF TRAFFIC ON GREAT BRITAIN’S ROADS 2018 

 
The Department of Transport has published estimates of traffic on the roads of Great Britain for 

2018 showing 328.1 billion miles were driven on Great Britain’s roads in 2018, similar (0.3% 

increase) to the previous year. 

 

• Car traffic remained broadly stable 

(increasing by 0.2%) compared to 2017. The 

figure of 255.0 billion vehicle miles (bvm) is 

the highest annual estimate ever of car 

traffic. 

• Van traffic grew slightly (by 0.9%) from 

2017 to 51.0 bvm. There has been a slowdown 

in the growth of van traffic over the last two 

years.  

• Lorry traffic remained broadly stable 

(increasing by 0.3%) compared to 2017. 

• Pedal cycle traffic (cyclists on public 

highways, and the cycle paths and footpaths 

adjacent to them) was 3.3 bvm, 17.2% above 

the figure ten years before. 

• Motorways carried 69.0 bvm of traffic, 

broadly stable (0.5% increase) compared to 

2017, and 10.9% more than ten years ago. 

• The Strategic Road Network carried 94.7 

bvm of traffic (a new high); one-third of all 

motorised traffic in England. 

• ‘A’ roads saw a 1.4% rise in traffic from 

2017. 

• Minor road traffic decreased 1.3% since 

2017. 

 

 

A copy of the report can be found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/ 

 

 
SPEED LIMIT ON RURAL ROADS UNSAFE 

  

A report by Brake and Direct Line based on a survey of more than 1,000 drivers found 6 in 10 would 

feel unsafe travelling at the default 60mph limit on rural single-carriageway roads compared with 9 

in 10 saying they generally aim to drive at around the limit on roads of any kind. Fewer than a 

quarter (23%) stated that 60mph is a safe speed for a vehicle on a road where there may be people 

on foot, bicycles and horses.   

  

Nearly half of all deaths on Britain’s roads occur on rural single-

carriageway roads. On average, 17 people are killed or seriously injured 

on these roads every day. Most rural roads in the UK have a 60mph 

speed limit which is the national default for single carriageway roads. 

However these roads are often narrow with blind bends, brows and no 

pavements or cycle paths and many lack segregated routes for people 

on foot, bicycles or horses. These roads also have other hazards like the 

presence of animals or items in the road such as a tree branch. 

Overgrowing hedges and trees can obstruct visibility of the road and 

signs and can also present an additional danger in the event of a crash. 

The report found that drivers either wanted, or were ambivalent, about 

a reduction to the default 60mph limit on rural roads, with less than one 

in five (19%) objecting to a reduction. 

  

A copy of the finding can be found at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/ 
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SAFER ROADS SAFER VEHICLES SAFER ROAD USERS SAFER SPEEDS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Book now for Hinckley taking place on 15th July 2019 

https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/upcoming-events/hinckley-2019/ 

 

DETAILS COMING SOON FOR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And you can make a note that in 2020 location have already been booked for 
 

Bristol Monday 10th February 2020 Holiday Inn City Centre 
Stirling Monday 20th April 2020 Colessio Hotel Stirling 

 
  
 
 

 
Monday 

23rd September 2019 

Hull 

 
Monday 

11th November 2019 

Newmarket 
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THE PUBLIC LIKE 
 
The M6 in Cumbria and the M1 in Leicestershire are England’s 

favourite driving roads, according to a survey by Highways 

England. In an online poll, most people stated the rugged 

scenery and rolling hills of Cumbria and smoother journeys on 

the M1 near Lutterworth are the reasons for their choice. 
 

Have to admit that I always enjoy my time on the M6 in Cumbria. If the weather is good it like driving in 
another world. Don’t have the same feeling I am afraid about the M1 in Leicestershire. ED. 
 

 
NEED FOR A NATIONAL BUS STRATEGY 

 
Britain's most popular form of public transport, the bus, is in 'steady decline' due to uncoordinated, 

fragmented government policy and local funding, according to influential MPs. The cross-party 

Transport Select Committee has called on the Government to create a single national bus strategy 

to help local authorities improve services and increase passenger numbers. 
 

The Committee called for a national bus strategy recommending that it should: 
 

 Set out plans for making the full suite of operating models, including franchising and the 

ability to create new municipal bus companies, available equally to all local authorities 

with guidance on each; 

 Describe a more stable multi-year funding model for local transport, including bus services, 

with clear strategy and details of bid-for funding; 

 Assess the evidence for the effectiveness of bus priority measures and provide information 

on good practice; 

 Set and track targets for modal shift and provide a framework to provide guidance for local 

authorities to encourage people to get out of their cars and onto buses. 

 

Chair of the Transport Committee, Lilian Greenwood MP, said:  
 

'It is now time to bring forward a strategy for bus services outside London. Core to the strategy 

should be the desire to make bus services more passenger focused 

and provide value for money helping to bring more people 

especially young people on board. This will also bring benefits for 

air quality, cutting carbon emissions and reducing congestion. 

Concessionary fares are obviously important in making public 

transport affordable and our Committee hopes to assist by exploring this area in more detail later 

this year.' 

 

OLDER ROAD USERS – OLDER DRIVERS – WHO? 
 

Do we really know what an older road users or old driver really is? I had the privilege to present an 

Advanced Driving Certificate to a 95 year old this month whilst I was speaking 

at an IAM RoadSmart Group in Kidderminster. Quite honestly he did not look a 

day over 70! We have always acknowledged that there is no official age when 

people start to have difficulties and also conclude that “older people” 

whoever they may be have fewer collisions, at least where injury is reported 

but it is their frailty that lets them down where injury happens. Giving up 

driving is something we need to learn about, whatever our age and take 

action when we can no longer cope.    
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PARKING FIRMS CASHING IN 
 
One way or another it would seem that the price of owning a car needs to factor in the cost of 

parking and not just in “authorised” parking areas 

it would seem as the number of penalty tickets 

issued to drivers parking on private land has leapt 

by more than a million in just 12 months. The RAC 

Foundation analysis of DVLA data shows that in the 

last financial year (2018-19) 6.8 million sets of 

vehicle keeper records were released to car 

parking management companies and this will 

almost been for the most part to pursue motorists 

who are deemed to have infringed regulations in 

private car parks. The 6.8 million figure is 20% 

higher than the 5.65 million sets of records 

released to parking firms in the previous financial 

year. 

 

In the last 13 years more than 33 million vehicle keeper records have been obtained by parking 

firms from the DVLA with more than half of them in the past three years alone. 

 

The charges levied by firms for contraventions such as 

overstaying can be as much as £100 suggesting that, in 

principle, parking firms could now be demanding up to £680 

million from drivers on an annual basis. The data reveals the 

industry is obtaining records on a scale that would allow it to 

issue a penalty notice every 5 seconds; the equivalent of 13 

per minute, 777 per hour and 18,653 per day. 

 

Clamping on private land was banned (in all but exceptional 

circumstances) in 2012 by the Protection of Freedoms Act. 

The Act also allowed for private parking companies to pursue 

the registered keepers of vehicles rather than having to prove 

who the driver was at the time of the ’offence’. All private 

parking firms wanting to access the vehicle-keeper data held 

by the DVLA need to be members of an Accredited Trade 

Association (ATA) and abide by that ATA’s code of practice.  

 

There are currently two ATAs: the British Parking Association and the International Parking 

Community. Both ATAs have established appeals bodies to which drivers can take their cases to 

assess the validity of tickets if initial appeals to member firms themselves fail. 

 

Steve Gooding, director of the RAC Foundation, said: 

 

“Businesses who employ private companies to manage their car parks should be taking a close look 

at how they are operating, the implications for the drivers who will often be their own customers 

and ultimately what that means for their own reputation. We have never advocated a parking free-

for-all, but for a system that is clear, transparent and fair for drivers and landowners alike.” 
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Vehicle keeper records obtained 
from the DVLA by Parking  
Management Companies 
  
2018/19  6.8 million  
2017/18  5.65 million  
2016/17  4.71 million  
2015/16  3.67 million  
2014/15  3.06 million  
2013/14  2.43 million  
2012/13  1.89 million  
2011/12  1.57 million  
2010/11  1.17 million  
2009/10  1.03 million  
2008/9   687,000  
2007/8   499,000  
2006/7   272,000  
 
TOTAL   33.44 million  


